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FOUND FOR THE HOME

The quirky, cool kid of the West Alabama design district, Found stocks an eclectic array of unique finds in an airy, unfinished

space. High-end antiques mingle with reproductions and modern accessories such as resin tabletop products by Tina Frey

and Christopher Spitzmiller lamps, as well as industrial and found items (think a giant ball of barbed wire or a vintage prison

cot) reimagined as objets d'art by owners Aaron Rambo and Ruth Davis. 3433 W. Alabama, 713-522-9191;

foundforthehome.com.

FRENCH CUFF

Despite its formal-sounding name, French Cuff is for trendmakers who are into the art of the outfit. Owner Kairy-tate Barkley

stocks dresses by Nicole Miller, Bailey 44 and Black Halo, distressed leggings and denim by DL1961 and AG Jeans and

fashion-forward tops by Michael Stars, Elizabeth and James and Equipment. There also are bags from Diane von

Furstenberg and Rebecca Minkoff, TKEES sandals, Seychelles booties and bold jewelry by Gorjana, Marcia Moran and Vita

Fede, as well as a daily blog showing chic ways to put all of the above together. 4048 Bellaire, 713-665-3336; 6401

Woodway, 713-334-4900; frenchcuffco.com.
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Houston's oldest familyrun business, Hamilton Shirts' shop fronts the onsite men's shirtmaking factory.
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HAMILTON SHIRTS

Operated by fourth generation brother and sister duo Kelly and David Hamilton, the polished store and Houston's oldest

family-owned business carries the heritage brand's ready-to-wear Hamilton 1883 collection. It sits in front of the factory -

which stocks more than 600 fabrics from the best Italian mills for bespoke shirt orders - where all of their shirts are hand cut

and sewn. Also expect swatch books from Thomas Mason's platinum collection, where bespoke customers (2-3 weeks

turnaround, four shirt minimum for first time orders) can shop from more than a 1,000 additional fabrics. Our 1883 for fall:

The long sleeve Western style in navy solid brushed herringbone twill. 5700 Richmond, 713- 780-8222; hamiltonshirts.com.

HELLO LUCKY

Artist/owner Teresa O'Connor's cottage in the Heights specializes in handmade items by Texas artisans. Despite the

shop's small size, it's easy to pass an hour rummaging through various bins and exploring displays and drawers full of off-

beat jewelry, which might include cocktail rings topped with miniature teacups and saucers by Houston's Wild Cage

Designs. A few small racks of clothing includes cute sundresses by Austin-based brand Material; recycled cotton A-line

skirts by Angie's Sweatshop; T-shirts in kids' sizes bearing graphic pictures and slogans such as "It's OK to (heart)

Houston"; and vintage pieces and belt buckles for men. 1025 Studewood, 713-864-3556; hellolucky.com.

HIGH FASHION HOME

With a four-story, 125,000-square-foot space in midtown, High Fashion's furniture collection hits on all the current trends for

transitional and modern home: tufted, studded, sleek, rustic, industrial, midcentury, Asian-inspired, it's all here. In addition to

a dedicated fabric store across the street, the first floor of the store also has a section devoted to women's clothing, jewelry

and accessories, while its huge collection of home accessories - throw pillows, kitchen gadgets, vases, books, interesting

objects and cheeky gifts - mean almost no one walks out empty-handed. 3100 Travis, 713-528-3838,

highfashionhome.com.

HIGH GLOSS

The artist-made jewelry at this Uptown Park boutique is pretty, to be sure, but most of the handmade creations sourced from

around the world are also bold, colorful, quirky, edgy, minimalist and fun. Pick up tribal-inspired earrings by Ayala Bar, woven

African bracelets, colorful confetti-shaped strands from Dos Riberos by Diana Schimmel and minimalist bangles from Pico

Design, as well as casual totes and home accessories. 1131-06 Uptown Park, 713-961-7868, highglosshouston.com.

HOUSTON JEWELRY

Don't let the man waving a large "sale" sign in middle of Westheimer fool you. Houston Jewelry has everything from sterling-

silver pieces for modest budgets to $100,000 diamond rings for the guy who wants to "put a ring on it" in a big way. The

store, which is celebrating its 60th anniversary, has an extensive Lladro porcelain collection, an exhibit of replicas of the

British crown jewels and even has an on-site watch maker. Though they specialize in engagement rings, the store also is

one of the largest individual buyers of scrap, used and estate jewelry, which means you can upgrade something old for new,

too. 9521 Westheimer, 713-784-1000; houstonjewelry.com.

INDULGE DÉCOR

When it comes to French countryside chic, no one in Houston does it better than Indulge, located in a Provençal-style garden

and trio of buildings on a quiet street in River Oaks. As the exclusive U.S. importer of French line Blanc d'Ivoire, the store is

full of wicker chairs, white wooden furniture with classic lines, linen headboards and more, flanked by appropriately luxe
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Yves Delorme towels, Sferra bedding and tabletop glassware by Juliska as well as bath products by Marseille and Côté

Bastide. 2903 Saint, 713-888-0181, indulgedecor.com.

INSTALLATIONS ANTIQUES

This Heights warehouse shop, owned by Becki and Jur van der Oord, still is something of a designer secret, despite the van

der Oords designing the quirky-cool interiors of Down House and Sparrow. It's a top source for industrial-style antiques,

turning work tables, butcher blocks and wheel factory bases into light fixtures, tables and desks. There's also a slew of

interesting objects from vintage games, signs and perfume bottles to art and antique plates and bottles. 611 W. 22nd, 713-

864-7125; installationsantiques.com.

ITSY BITSY BABY

Since 2009, the Itsy Bitsy Boutique has been offering Houston kids charming clothes in both traditional and whimsical

styles. The store is owned by Houstonian Susan Rice Watt, who worked as a designer and merchandiser for Baby Gap and

Gap Kids, and offers sizes from newborn to young girls and boys. Designers include Rachel Riley and Bella Bliss. 2813

Westheimer, 713-523-3100; theitsybitsyboutique.com.
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